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Study of the demixing transition in model athermal mixtures of colloids
and flexible self-excluding polymers using the thermodynamic perturbation
theory of Wertheim

Patrice Paricaud, Szabolcs Varga,a) and George Jacksonb)

Department of Chemical Engineering and Chemical Technology, South Kensington Campus, Imperial
College London, London SW7 2AZ, United Kingdom

~Received 7 January 2003; accepted 10 February 2003!

Fluid phase separation in model athermal mixtures of colloids and polymers is examined by means
of the first-order thermodynamic perturbation theory of Wertheim@M. S. Wertheim, J. Chem. Phys.
87, 7323~1987!; W. G. Chapman, G. Jackson, and K. E. Gubbins, Mol. Phys.65, 1057~1988!#. The
colloidal particles are modeled simply as hard spheres, while the polymers are represented as chains
formed from tangent hard-sphere segments. In this study the like~colloid–colloid, polymer–
polymer! and unlike ~polymer–colloid! repulsive interactions are treated at the same level of
microscopic detail; we do not employ the common Asakura–Oosawa~AO! approximations which
essentially involve treating the polymer as an ideal~noninteracting! chain. The effect of varying
both the chain length and the diameter of the hard-sphere segments of the polymer on the fluid phase
behavior of the model polymer–colloid system is investigated. We focus our attention on the
stability of the fluid phase relative to a demixing transition into colloid-rich and polymer-rich fluid
phases by using a spinodal instability analysis and determine the full coexistence boundaries
~binodal!. The colloid–polymer system represents the limit where the diameter of the colloid is
much larger than the diameter of the segments making up the polymer chain. The precise segment/
colloid diameter ratio at which liquid–liquid demixing first occurs is examined in detail as a
function of the chain length of the polymer. In the case of moderately short chains the addition of
polymer induces the ‘‘colloidal vapor–liquid’’ transition found in polymer–colloid systems, while
for long chains a ‘‘polymeric vapor–liquid’’ transition is found. The diameter of the polymeric
segments must lie between the AO limit~minimum diameter! and the so-called protein limit
~maximum diameter! in order for the system to exhibit fluid–fluid phase separation. The maximum
value of the segment diameter which induces phase separation is determined from a simple
approximate stability analysis. The critical density of the demixing transitions is not found to tend
to be zero for infinitely long polymers, but has a limiting value which depends on the diameter of
the segment. An examination of the thermodynamic properties of mixing indicates that the fluid–
fluid phase separation in such systems is driven by a large positive enthalpy of mixing which is
induced by a large positive volume of mixing due to the unfavorable polymer–colloid excluded
volume interactions. The enthalpy of mixing makes an unfavorable contribution to the overall Gibbs
free energy~which is seen to counter the favorable entropy of mixing!, giving rise to fluid–fluid
immiscibility. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1565104#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theme of this contribution is an examination of t
nature of fluid phase separation in purely repulsive model
colloid–polymer systems. In the case of mixtures of sim
molecules which interact with dispersive attractive inter
tions, an unfavorable enthalpy of mixing due to relative
weak unlike interactions is responsible for liquid–liqu
phase separation. The long-established thermodynamic
planation for the demixing is that the unfavorable~positive!
enthalpic contribution to the free energy increasingly dom
nates the favorable entropy of mixing as the temperatur
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lowered; the free energy thus increases with decreasing
perature, leading to an instability of the fluid relative to
demixed state.1 On the other hand, there is a compellin
body of more recent experimental and theoretical wo
which provides unequivocal evidence for ‘‘entropy-driven
fluid phase separation in purely repulsive, athermal, syst
~e.g., see the reviews by Frenkel2!. It is now widely accepted
that fluid phase separation can occur in binary mixtures
hard repulsive particles if the shapes and/or the sizes of
components are very different. In these athermal systems
internal energy of the system is zero so that the only con
bution to the Helmholtz free energy is entropic; it is impo
tant to recognize that in the case of phase transitions at
stant pressure an enthalpic contribution to the Gibbs f
energy may also be important. Contrary to some prelimin
theoretical predictions3,4 a simple binary mixture of large an
il:
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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small hard spheres does not undergo a phase transition
tween two fluid phases, irrespective of the diameter ratio
it is found to be metastable with respect to a first-ord
fluid–solid transition.5,6 Fluid phase separation is, howeve
possible in multicomponent~polydisperse! hard-sphere mix-
tures for appropriate choices of the size distributions,7,8 with
the additional possibility of coexistence between two so
phases.9

The case of colloid–polymer mixtures, where to a re
sonable level of approximation the colloidal particles can
thought of as large hard spheres and the polymers as ch
of small hard-sphere segments, is more complex and per
more interesting. Such an athermal system can exhibit ph
separation into colloid-rich and polymer-rich fluid phas
~the review by Poon and Pusey10 provides an excellent intro
duction to the topic!. This type of phase behavior has no
been studied experimentally in a variety of systems rang
from comparatively simple latex–polystyrene and silic
polydimethylsiloxane colloidal dispersions to biological sy
tems containing proteins or DNA~e.g., see Refs. 10–20!.
The tendency of the system to reduce the excluded volu
interaction between the polymer coils and the colloid
spheres, which then leads to a larger free-volume~transla-
tional! entropy, induces an effective attractive~depletion! in-
teraction between the colloidal spheres; this attractive in
action in turn leads to a fluid phase separation into low- a
high-concentration colloidal phases which closely resemb
the vapor–liquid transition in simple molecules with dispe
sive interactions. The nature of the effective interaction w
first described by Asakura and Oosawa21 and then by Vrij22

and Joannyet al.23 In the case of polymers with overall d
mensions which are small compared to the colloid,
colloid–colloid attractive interaction is pairwise additive24,25

~and as a consequence is easy to treat theoretically!; for poly-
mer dimensions which are of the order of the size of
colloid or larger, pairwise additivity can no longer b
assumed.24,26Depending on the relative size and the conc
tration of the polymer, the effective attractive interaction b
tween the colloids can be tuned, resulting in a rich variety
phases, including both fluid and solid states.

It was recognized early on that the polymer–polym
interaction can be neglected at a first level of approximat
~ideal chain! and a qualitative description of the phase b
havior of polymer–colloid mixtures can be achieved sol
with the incorporation of the colloid–colloid and colloid
polymer hard-body excluded volume interactions.21,22 More-
over, if the colloid–polymer interaction is modeled by trea
ing the polymer coil as an effective hard sphere, wh
corresponds to the so-called Asakura–Oosawa~AO! model,
a knowledge of the polymer–colloid size ratioq5Rg /RC

~whereRg is the polymer radius of gyration andRC is the
radius of the colloid! is sufficient to describe the main fea
tures of the phase behavior. The first theoretical studie
the global phase diagram of the AO model were underta
by Gastet al.27 and by Vincent and co-workers28 for mix-
tures of colloidal hard spheres and noninteracting polym
in a background solvent using a standard perturbation the
for the depletion potential~see Ref. 29 for a review of thes
types of theoretical approaches!. The partitioning of the
Downloaded 24 Apr 2003 to 193.6.32.106. Redistribution subject to AI
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polymeric component was not considered in these preli
nary studies, but was later incorporated into the descrip
of the AO colloid–polymer model by Lekkerkerkeret al.30

who employed a free-volume theory; this provides the c
rect description of the fluid–fluid–solid three-phase coex
ence region. In the case of short polymers and large collo
particles corresponding toq,1 ~ideal polymer limit!, the
free-volume treatment of the AO model provides a good r
resentation of the simulation data24,25,31 and has been vali-
dated by an exact one-dimensional description.32–34

As the size of the polymer increases relative to the c
loid (q.1), the validity of the approximations inherent i
the AO becomes questionable; this does not of course im
that the segments making up the chain are larger than
colloid, only that the overall polymer dimension is large. F
long polymer chains the interactions between polymer cha
are no longer negligible and the overall shape of the polym
is not globular as far as its interaction with colloid is co
cerned. Sear35 has addressed the latter problem by extend
the AO treatment to noninteracting chains with dimensio
that are larger than the colloidal hard spheres (q.1). In his
approach the ideal polymer is described as a numbe
spherical blobs,nb , obtained by scaling the polymer dimen
sion with the size of the colloidal particle (nb;Rg

2/RC
2 ); the

polymer–colloid interaction can then be treated as an
cluded volume interaction between a hard-sphere colloid
a chain ofnb hard-core spherical blobs of the same diame
as the colloid. Sear treats the contribution of the colloi
polymer interaction to the free energy by using the first-or
perturbation theory~TPT1! of Wertheim;36,37we also use the
Wertheim TPT1 description, but in our study the polyme
polymer interactions are included explicitly. Sear is thus a
to describe the nonspherical nature of the colloid–polym
interaction in the case of long chains for which the stand
AO model is inadequate. As with the usual AO model, t
system exhibits a fluid–fluid demixing transition betwe
colloid-rich and polymer-rich phases;35 the main finding of
the work is that the critical density of the colloid decreas
and tends to zero as the length of the polymer is increa
We shall return to this point later in the discussion. Schm
and Fuchs38 have also examined the case of polymer dime
sions which are larger than the colloid by replacing the ha
spherical repulsion between the polymer coil and the coll
by a repulsive step function potential to allow for the pos
bility of chain configurations where the colloids are ‘‘inside
the polymer. The main drawback of this model~and that of
Sear35! is that the interaction between polymers is assum
to be ideal.

Up until this point we have only discussed the descr
tion of colloid–polymer systems where the polymer
treated as a noninteracting chain. There has also been re
effort in incorporating the polymer–polymer interaction
into the treatment of such systems~the reader is directed to
the recent review by Fuchs and Schweizer39 for more details,
where a particular emphasis is placed on the integral eq
tion approaches!. Warrenet al.40 were one of the first to ex-
amine the effect of polymer–polymer interactions on t
phase behavior of polymer–colloid systems using a per
bation theory around theu-point conditions. Integral equa
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tion approaches have been used extensively to treat the
modynamic and structural properties of colloid–polym
systems.41,39 Sear42 has recently used his rescaling approa
~representing the polymer which is larger than the colloid
a chain of spherical blobs! to take into account polymer–
polymer and polymer–colloid repulsive interactions at t
level of the second virial coefficient within a Flory
Huggins-type theory; the colloid–colloid interactions are n
glected in this study. A discussion of the effect of varying t
solvent quality on the phase behavior is also made. The
corporation of polymer–polymer interactions, even at
crude second virial level, leads to the prediction that
density of the monomers at the critical point tends to a fin
value as the polymer is made longer, a contrary finding
that of studies with noninteracting polymers.35 Although the
qualitative trends obtained in simulation studies43 are de-
scribed correctly with the Flory–Huggins-like approach, t
critical densities are not in close agreement with the simu
tion data; this is most likely due to the truncation of the fr
energy at the level of the second virial coefficient, whi
essentially means that the treatment will only be valid at l
densities. Another particularly appealing approach referre
as the ‘‘polymer as soft colloids’’ model is worth a separa
mention:44 the polymer–polymer interactions are incorp
rated by using an effective potential acting between the c
ters of mass of the chains which enables large-scale sim
tions of the system. This coarse-graining method has b
recently employed by Bolhuiset al.45 to study the phase be
havior of colloid–polymer mixtures. Simulations of sel
avoiding walks were undertaken for pure polymers and th
mixtures with a single colloidal hard sphere to compute
polymer–polymer and polymer–colloid center-of-mass
dial distribution functions; the structural information ca
then be inverted by using the hypernetted chain integ
equation to determine the effective polymer–polymer a
polymer–colloid interaction potentials, which are para
etrized in terms of a sum of Gaussians or exponentials.
spherically symmetric effective interactions are thus obtai
for a series of polymer dimensions (q) and concentrations
and used to simulate the full phase behavior of the collo
polymer system. As expected, the effect of the polyme
polymer interaction is small for the systems of short cha
(q50.34) and there is close agreement with the results
AO model and free-volume theory.30 When the polymers di-
mension is increased the effect of the polymer–polymer
teraction becomes more important and significant qualita
differences are seen with the AO description. As has b
predicted by Aartset al.46 with a recent extension of th
free-volume theory to systems of interacting polymers,
extent of the fluid–fluid immiscibility is found to decrease o
incorporating the polymer–polymer interactions. Bolhu
et al.45 also show that the colloid density at the critical po
is found to be insensitive to the length of the polymer
agreement with the Flory–Huggins findings of Sear.42 The
main disadvantage of the use of these types of spheric
symmetric effective interactions is that the approach is in
equate in describing polymer chains which are large co
pared to the colloid and that it is restricted to moderate d
sities of polymer.
Downloaded 24 Apr 2003 to 193.6.32.106. Redistribution subject to AI
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Before we outline the main goals of our study it is im
portant to acknowledge the work on the effect of the sph
cal particles on the dimension of a polymer coil. It is we
recognized that a polymer adopts a more extended confi
ration in a ‘‘good’’ solvent and a more collapsed configur
tion in a ‘‘bad’’ solvent ~which can lead to demixing!.47–49

The collapse of the polymer dimension does not necessa
imply phase separation, but is clearly closely related to
The evidence of a polymer collapse transition in simulat
studies for purely repulsive~athermal! models where the sol
vent and segments making up the polymer are of the s
size is rather inconclusive;50–53 one should point out tha
these are models of polymer solutions and not colloi
polymer systems where the colloid is much larger than
monomeric segments making up the polymer. Taylor a
Lipson54 have used the Yvon–Born–Green integral equat
approach for hard-sphere and hard-sphere models of poly
solutions in which the spherical segments are all the sa
size to show that the chain contraction with increasing s
vent density is almost identical to what one would expect
the pure polymer melt. The lack of a dramatic collapse of
polymer is consistent with a polymer in a good solve
which would support the conclusion that the system does
undergo a fluid phase transition~Taylor and Lipson54 did not
examine the fluid phase equilibria in their study!. The lack of
a demixing transition in such an athermal system has b
recently corroborated by studies of the fluid phase equilib
in model polymer solutions with the Wertheim TPT
description:55 the athermal mixture is stable and does n
demix regardless of the length of the hard-sphere chain
the case of polymer solutions the fluid phase separatio
driven by the polymer–solvent attractive interactions.55 As
was mentioned earlier, there is clear evidence of the e
tence of polymer collapse and a demixing transition
athermal systems in which the diameter of the spherical p
ticle ~in our case the colloid! is considerably larger than tha
of the segments making up the chain. For these ather
models of colloid–polymer systems a collapse of the po
mer dimension is unambiguously observed when the conc
tration of the colloid hard spheres is increased.24,56The situ-
ation is completely different when attractive interactions a
present: chain collapse is found for a symmetric model
which the sphere–sphere, sphere–segment, and segm
segment size and interaction energies are all equivalent,57–61

implying liquid–liquid immiscibility in such a system. Les
work has been undertaken on the incorporation of attrac
interactions in models of colloid–polymer systems in whi
the sphere–segment size ratio is large~e.g., see Ref. 62!. We
do not discuss the effect of attractive interactions on
phase behavior further, as the focus of our paper is on
fluid–phase separation of athermal hard-core models of b
the colloid and polymer.

In our contribution we study the fluid phase equilibria
mixtures of large hard spheres~colloid! and chains formed
from smaller hard-sphere segments~polymer!. The density
range over which one would find fluid–solid phase tran
tions in such systems is not considered. In contrast to
other theoretical work mentioned earlier we study a ‘‘micr
scopic’’ model of the polymer in which both the polymer
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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polymer and polymer–colloid excluded volume interactio
are treated at the level of the monomeric segments ma
up the chain. The polymer dimension~radius of gyration!
does not enter into the description in an explicit manner
principle, this means that our approach can deal with
situation in which the polymer is smaller or larger than t
colloidal particle. The Wertheim TPT1 approach36,37 is used
to describe the polymer–polymer and polymer–colloid co
tributions to the free energy; this choice is made as
theory provides an excellent description of the equation
state of chains of tangent hard spheres and mixtures.37,63 By
using a spinodal stability analysis similar to that employed
an examination of isotropic–isotropic demixing in mixtur
of cylindrical particles of different length and shap
~diameter!,64 we examine the global fluid phase diagram
the model colloid–polymer system. The precise cha
segment to colloid diameter ratio that gives rise to an ins
bility in the fluid ~and leads to fluid–fluid demixing! is de-
termined for varying lengths of the polymer chain. The f
fluid-phase behavior~binodals! is also determined for the
system. We relate our findings to existing theoretical pred
tions, but leave any direct comparison with experimen
data to a future publication. In addition, an analysis of
thermodynamics of mixing in our athermal colloid–polym
model is made to highlight the roles of the entropic a
enthalpic contributions to the free energy in such system

II. WERTHEIM TPT1 APPROACH

We use the Wertheim thermodynamic perturbat
theory~TPT1!36,37to study the global fluid phase behavior
the binary mixture of colloids and polymer chains as it p
vides a direct insight into the effect of varying the size of t
segment diameter and the chain length. As was mentio
earlier, the theory allows one to treat the system at the le
of the monomeric segments. Both the colloidal particles a
the segments making up the chain are modeled as a
spheres of diametersC ~colloid! andsP ~polymer segment!.
The chains are assumed to be formed fromm tangentially
bonded segments, but are otherwise completely flexible.
interaction between the colloidal hard-sphere and a poly
hard-sphere segment is taken to be additive, i.e.,sCP5(sC

1sP)/2. The pair potential between the different species
be written in a compact form as

ui j ~r i j !5H `, r i j ,s i j ,

0, r i j >s i j ,
~1!

where i , j 5P,C and r i j is the distance between the cente
of the two spheres~colloid–colloid, colloid–monomer, and
monomer–monomer!.

Within the TPT1 approach the Helmholtz free energy
this binary colloid–polymer mixture can be written as a su
of ideal Aideal, hard-sphereAHS, and chain formationAchain

terms:

bA

N
5

bAideal

N
1

bAHS

N
1

bAchain

N
, ~2!
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whereb51/kT (T is the temperature andk is Boltzmann’s
constant! and N is the number of particles~sum of theNC

colloids andNP polymers!. The ideal free energy of the bi
nary mixture is given by

bAideal

N
5 (

i 5C,P
xi~ ln r211 ln v i1 ln xi !, ~3!

wherer5N/V is the number density,xi is the mole fraction
of the componenti, andv i is the de Broglie volume, which
takes into account the translational~and rotational in the case
of the polymer! contributions to the kinetic energy of eac
component; though the precise form of the de Broglie v
ume is not important in studies of phase equilibria, it is
cluded for completeness. The ideal entropy of mixing is se
as the last term of Eq.~3!.

An accurate and relatively simple expression for the
sidual free energy of a fluid mixture of hard spheres of d
ferent diameter is given by Boublı´k65 and Mansooriet al.66

as

bAHS

N
5

6

pr F S z2
3

z3
2
2z0D ln~12z3!1

3z1z2

~12z3!
1

z2
3

z3~12z3!2G .

~4!

In the case of our colloid–polymer binary mixture the r
duced densities are defined asz15(pr/6)(xCsC

l

1mxPsP
l ), where l 50 – 3; the chain length is include

in the definition of the reduced density as the number
monomeric segments making up the chain is given
Nseg5mNP5mxPN. The total packing fraction of the sys
tem is given by h5z35(pr/6)(xCsC

3 1mxPsP
3 ). The

Boublı́k–Mansoori description has been shown to provide
accurate representation of the equation of state for bin
mixtures of hard spheres of significantly different size~cor-
responding to diameter ratios of up to 20:1! over a wide
range of compositions;67 this is a particularly relevant poin
for our model colloid–polymer systems where the diame
of the polymer segment is much smaller than the colloid. T
expression reduces to the accurate Carnahan–Starl68

equation for hard spheres in pure fluid limits.
The remaining contribution to the free energy due to

bonding together of them hard-sphere monomeric segmen
to form the tangent, flexible polymer chain merits a mo
detailed discussion. Wertheim69 originally developed his
first-order perturbation theory to describe the thermodyna
properties of associating fluids. By examining a two-site
sociating monomeric fluid, Wertheim36 subsequently ob-
tained an expression for the free energy of the chain fl
simply in terms of the structure of the monomer hard-sph
reference fluid and the average chain length of the poly
perse mixture of chain aggregates that are formed on a
ciation. An identical expression for the free energy of t
monodisperse hard-sphere chain fluid can be obtained
considering a mixture of associating hard spheres in the l
of complete association;37 in addition, the treatment was ex
tended to provide a general equation of state for mixtures
chain molecules~and the special case of mixtures of sphe
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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and chains which are the subject of our contribution!.37 In
the Wertheim first-order theory, bonding at one site is
sumed to be independent from bonding at another site. A
consequence, differences in the conformation of the chai
in the degree of flexibility cannot be treated at this level
approximation. The effect of flexibility can be incorporate
by extending the theory to second order,36 but this is beyond
the scope of our work. The Helmholtz free energy due
linking m monomeric hard-sphere segments together at c
tact in the presence of colloidal hard-sphere particles can
expressed in terms of the contact value of the refere
monomer–monomer pair correlation function as37

bAchain

N
52xP~m21!ln gPP

HS~r,x;sC ,sP ,m!. ~5!

In order to be consistent with the treatment of the refere
hard-sphere contribution to the free energy, the Boubl´k65

expression for the contact value of the pair correlation fu
tion of like hard spheres in a mixture of hard spheres
different size is used in expression~5!:

gPP
HS~r,x;sC ,sP ,m!5

1

~12z3!
1

3sP

2

z2

~12z3!2

1
sP

2

2

z2
2

~12z3!3
. ~6!

An alternative derivation of expression~5! which adds
some insight into the approximations that are involved in
TPT1 treatment can be obtained by considering the chem
potential of a chain in a reference solvent of monomers.70–75

Some time before Wertheim, Ben-Naim70 derived an exact
expression for the chemical potentialmP of a single chain
~infinitely dilute! in terms of them-body cavity function
ym

ref(1, . . . ,m) the reference monomers as

bmP52 ln ym
ref~1, . . . ,m!, ~7!

where the notation (1, . . . ,m) is used to denote the relativ
positions of all of the segments in the chain. Equation~7! can
be thought of as a definition of the cavity function. In th
case of chains of hard-sphere segments tangentially bo
in rolling contact, the chemical potential can be expresse
terms of them-body distribution functionym

HS(1, . . . ,m)
5gm

HS(1, . . . ,m)exp(bum
HS)5gm

HS(s12s23¯sm21,m) of the
hard-sphere monomers for the contact distancess i j :

bmP52 ln gm
HS~s12s23¯sm21,m!. ~8!

Two approximations now have to be made to make use
this exact result for the chemical potential of a infinite
dilute chain to provide a description of the free energy of
system. If one assumes that the chemical potential for
formation of subsequent chains in the mixture is the sam
that for the infinitely dilute solution, the contribution to th
Helmholtz free energy of formingNP polymer chains can be
approximated by

bAchain'2NP ln gm
HS~s12s23¯sm21,m!, ~9!
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bAchain

N
'2xP ln gm

HS~s12s23¯sm21,m!.

The m-body distribution function can then be treated at t
level of a linear approximation such that it factorizes into
product of (m21) equivalent monomer–monomer pair co
tributions:

gm
HS~s12s23¯sm21,m!

'g2
HS~s12!g2

HS~s23!¯g2
HS~sm21,m)

5gPP
HS~sP!~m21!. ~10!

On substituting Eq.~10! for them-body distribution function
into expression~9! for the free energy, one recovers th
TPT1 expression~5!:

bAchain

N
'2xP ln gPP

HS~sP!~m21!52xP~m21!lngPP
HS~sP!.

~11!

The significance of the linear approximation to them-body
distribution function is that one loses information about t
structure of the chain, including the lack of an explicit d
scription of the end-to-end vector and the radius of gyrat
which are used as measures of the dimension of the poly
This does not mean, however, that the polymer dimensio
absent from the Wertheim TPT1 description. When the TP
free energy is expanded as a virial series in density, the
sulting virial coefficients are found to be dependent on
chain lengthm.76 The ultimate consequence of this for o
colloid–polymer model is that both the polymer–polym
and polymer–colloid TPT1 excluded volumes will depe
on the chain length, i.e., the dimension of the polymer. T
TPT1 second virial coefficient~excluded volume! turns out
to be a linear function ofm ~Refs. 76 and 77!; this corre-
sponds to the correct scaling for long linear chains,77 but not
for fully flexible chains in a good solvent where the seco
virial coefficient scales asm3v;m1.5 ~see Refs. 49 and 76!. A
simple correction can be added to the TPT1 treatmen
account for the correct second virial coefficient of the fu
flexible chains, though only a slight improvement in the d
scription of the equation of state is expected.76

The Wertheim TPT1 theory described here was dev
oped to deal with the fluid state of mixtures of chain mo
ecules, and no description of the solid states was incor
rated into the treatment. Previous work with atherm
colloid–polymer systems has shown that there are reg
corresponding to fluid–solid equilibria which are particular
extensive for colloid–polymer systems comprising sh
chains at high densities of the colloid~e.g., see Refs. 30, 39
45, and 46!. Although there has been some work on t
fluid–solid equilibria of flexible chains of tangent har
spheres within an TPT1-like treatment,78 no general TPT1
description is available at this stage for mixtures of lar
hard spheres and hard-sphere chains. As with some of
other studies, one could assume that the polymer is not p
ing an important role in determining the structure of t
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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solid, but this will only be valid for short polymers with
segments that are much smaller than the colloid. In our pa
we focus on the effect of the polymer chain length (m) and
the segment–colloid size asymmetry~characterized by the
diameter ratiod5sP /sC) on the fluid phase behavio
avoiding the high-density states where one would exp
fluid–solid transitions~highlighting states where a stab
solid phase would preempt the fluid–fluid coexistence!. On
examining the TPT1 expressions~3!–~6! that make up the
free energy of the athermal colloid–polymer system, it
clear that the thermodynamic properties of the mixture a
given composition~the mole fraction of the polymerx
5xP) and density~reduced number densityr* 5rsC

3 ) only
depend on the number of segments in the chainm and the
polymer–colloid diameter ratio d. One can
thus examine the global fluid phase behavior entir
in terms of these two parameters. Having described
analytical form of the Helmholtz free energy for our athe
mal colloid–polymer model, the TPT1 expressions c
easily be used to determine the thermodynamics and the
phase equilibria of the system. The other thermodyna
properties are obtained through the standard relatio1

pressureP52(]A/]V)N,T ; chemical potential of each com
ponent i, m i5(]A/]Ni)Nj Þ iV,T ; internal energy U5

2@](A/T)/](1/T)#N,V ; enthalpy H5U1PV; entropy S
5(U2A)/T; and Gibbs free energyG5A1PV ~the last
three expressions corresponding to the appropriate Lege
transformations!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simplest method to search for the molecular para
eters (d,m) which give rise to an instability of the mixe
~homogeneous! fluid state relative to a demixed state in th
binary colloid–polymer hard-core mixture is based on a
termination of the spinodal. The spinodal or limit of stabili
of the miscible state is obtained from the following conditi
for the second derivative of the Gibbs free energyG with
respect to composition:1

S ]2G/N

]x2 D
P

50. ~12!

The Gibbs functionG is the natural thermodynamic functio
for phase equilibria in mixtures at constant pressure. T
solution of Eq. ~12! determines the spinodal curve of th
phase diagram, which meets the binodal~phase coexistence!
curve at the critical point. In order to locate the critical poin
of the phase separation, the third derivative of the Gibbs
energy with respect to composition must also vanish:1

S ]3G/N

]x3 D
P

50. ~13!

For given values of the molecular parameters (d,m) of the
colloid–polymer system, Eqs.~12! and ~13! together deter-
mine the critical density and composition of the fluid–flu
demixing transition if it exists. The two conditions are solv
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numerically by expressing them analytically in terms of t
appropriate volume and composition derivatives of t
Helmholtz free energy.1

From previous studies on athermal mixtures of collo
and polymers and of other hard-body cylindric
molecules,64 it is well recognized that the size and shape
the two components have to be very different for fluid–flu
demixing to be observed. In such systems the mixing of
two components is associated with an unfavorable un
packing ~excluded volume! entropy. As an initial step, we
search for the first sign of an instability in the fluid pha
@cf., Eq. ~12!# of the colloid–polymer mixture for system
with an increasing polymer chain length (m510– 1000 seg-
ments!, but with a fixed segment/colloid diameter ratio (d
50.06). If one employs the usual polymer scaling ideas49

the radius of gyration of a polymer in a good solvent sca
as Rg;m1/2sP , which would correspond to a polyme
colloid dimension ratio ofq5Rg /RC;m1/2d in terms of our
parameters. In the case of the systems with chains of len
m5500 and 1000, the overall dimension of the polymer
larger than the colloid (q;1.3 and q;1.9, respectively!,
while for systems withm<200 the polymer dimension is
smaller than that of the colloid withq,1 (q;0.85 for
chains of lengthm5200 andq;0.20 form510). With this
choice of diameter ratio (d50.06) and set of chain lengthsm
one is thus able to cover systems of both short and l
polymers relative to the colloid.

The spinodal boundaries denoting the limit of stability
the colloid–polymer mixture withd50.06 are shown in Fig.
1 for polymer chains of varying length. The extent of th
fluid–fluid demixing is seen to increase with increasing po
mer chain length. The critical pressure (Pcr* 5bPsC

3 ) and the

FIG. 1. Pressure–composition representation of the spinodal curves o
fluid–fluid phase equilibria for athermal binary mixtures of colloids~hard
spheres of diametersC) and flexible polymers~chains formed from tangen
hard spheres of diametersP) determined from the Wertheim TPT1 ap
proach. Results are presented for systems with a fixed polymer-segme
colloid diameter ratio ofd5sP /sC50.06 for polymer chain lengths rang
ing from m510 up to 1000. The reduced pressure is defined asP*
5bPsC

3 , andx5xP represents the mole fraction of the polymers.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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critical packing fraction (hcr5pr* (12x1xmd3)/6) corre-
sponding to the minima of the spinodal curves both decre
with increasing chain length. As the chain length is
creased, the composition at critical point also moves fr
the polymer-rich region of the phase diagram to the collo
rich region. This means that for systems with short chain
‘‘colloidal vapor–liquid’’ transition is seen between
colloid-poor and a colloid-rich phase~see inset of Fig. 1!,
while a ‘‘polymeric vapor–liquid’’ transition between
polymer-poor and a polymer-rich phase can be observed
long chains. In other words, the short polymers act as
‘‘depletion agent’’ and mediate the phase separation betw
the colloids in one limit, while the colloids play the role o
the ‘‘depletion agent’’ in the phase separation of long po
mers in the other. This reversal in the role of the colloid a
polymer has not been highlighted previously. For polym
chains of moderate length~e.g., 100,m,200) the phase
behavior is more symmetric in comparison and neither co
ponent can strictly be referred to as the ‘‘depletion agen
one should not use the analogy with a ‘‘vapor–liquid’’ tra
sition for the fluid phase behavior in this case. An additio
consequence of this is that neither the polymer nor the
loid should really be taken as the perturbative componen
describe the phase separation of the other component
semigrand ensemble treatment. It is interesting to note
the critical pressure and packing fraction~cf. Fig. 2! do not
tend to zero in the limit of a very long polymer cha
(m→`), but converge to finite values: in the case of t
colloid–polymer system withd50.06 the infinite-chain lim-
iting values of the critical point arehcr50.1 andPcr* 50.31.
This limiting behavior has also been found in the studies
Sear42 and Bolhuis et al.,45 which explicitly include the
polymer–polymer interactions; when the polymer is trea
as an ideal chain, the critical density is found to vanish
infinite chain lengths of the polymer.35

We now examine the effect of varying the segment
colloid diameter ratio on the stabilization of the fluid–flu
demixing transition. By simultaneously solving the two co
ditions for criticality @Eqs. ~12! and ~13!#, the critical prop-
erties~packing fraction, mole fraction, and pressure! are de-
termined for the colloid–polymer mixture with a given cha
lengthm and diameter ratiod. The chain-length dependenc
of the critical packing fraction for selected diameter ratios
shown in Fig. 2. In all cases a fluid demixing transition is n
likely to be found for systems of short chains (m,15), be-
cause this would correspond to states with a very high pa
ing fraction (hcr.0.5 at the critical point! where one would
expect the solid phases to be stable. On the other hand
critical packing fractionhcr is seen to decrease rapidly wit
increasing chain length, and as observed previously, it te
to a limiting value at largem. The long-chain limit ofhcr is
seen to decrease when the diameter ratio is decreased
the system of polymers with the smallest segmentsd
50.001), the critical packing fraction decays more slow
with chain length and is always found to be higher than t
of the system withd50.005 over the range ofm shown in
the figure. This finding suggests that a decrease in the p
mer segment size promotes the demixing transition up
certain value ofd, but that any further decrease in segme
Downloaded 24 Apr 2003 to 193.6.32.106. Redistribution subject to AI
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size results in a stabilization of the mixed state with a cor
sponding increase in the critical density. This result is n
surprising because asd is made very small~for a fixed chain
length m) the polymer can be thought of as an ideal g
there is no fluid phase demixing transition in the limitin
ideal-gas1hard-sphere mixture, though there is the us
fluid–solid phase transition at high packing fraction.79

The dependence of the critical packing fractionhcr and
compositionxcr on the diameter ratio is plotted in Fig. 3~a!
for polymers of short, moderate, and long length (m510,
100, and 1000!. The observation that the segment size can
be too low or too high in order for the system to exhibit
stable region of fluid phase separation, either in the polym
rich ~small d) or in the colloid-rich ~large d) regions, is
clearer to see in this representation. For values of the crit
packing fraction above 50% one would expect the appe
ance of solid phases. In the case of the larger diameter ra
(d.0.2), the critical point of the mixture moves deep in
the solid region; it is likely that a first-order fluid–solid tran
sition between two colloid-rich phases preempts the ‘‘po
meric vapor–liquid’’ transition, because the pure hard-sph
colloid freezes at aroundh50.5. For systems with small val
ues of d (d,0.01), the critical packing fraction does no
increase in the same way as for systems with larged. In this
case it is probable that there is a ‘‘colloidal vapor–soli
transition because the critical pressure is seen to diverge
very small values ofd @see Fig. 3~b!#. This is also consisten
with the phase diagram of the AO model for small polyme
where the size of the polymer~characterized by the radius o
gyration! must exceed a certain value (q.0.3) to stabilize
the ‘‘colloidal vapor–liquid’’ transition with respect to the
‘‘colloidal vapor–solid’’ transition.30,45 In the limit of short
chains,m→1, the disappearance of the demixing depen

FIG. 2. Critical packing fraction of the fluid–fluid phase equilibria for athe
mal binary mixtures of colloids~hard spheres of diametersC) and flexible
polymers~chains formed from tangent hard spheres of diametersP) deter-
mined from the Wertheim TPT1 approach. Results are presented for sel
values of polymer-segment to colloid diameter ratiod5sP /sC as a func-
tion of the polymer chain lengthm. The packing fraction is defined ash
5pr* (12x1xmd3)/6.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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strongly on the value of the diameter ratio; on decreasing
diameter ratio, the lowest possible value ofm first decreases
and later increases again~e.g., whend50.1 the limiting
chain length ism56.3, ford50.005 it drops tom52.9, and
for d50.001 it increases again tom517.0). The trimer thus
appears to be the shortest chain which may show a m
stable fluid phase and demixing.

In view of the above findings it would be desirable
determine the precise molecular parameters (d,m) for which
we would expect our polymer–colloid system to exhi
fluid–solid separation. This is highly nontrivial task becau
the solid phase is not incorporated into the theory. In t
work we make no attempt to determine the Asakura–Oos
limit ~minimum size of the segments making up the polym
characterized byd), but the protein limit~maximum size of
the polymeric segments! can be predicted in the light o

FIG. 3. Dependence of the critical properties on the polymer-segmen
colloid diameter ratiod5sP /sC for athermal binary mixtures of colloids
~hard spheres of diametersC) and flexible polymers~chains formed from
tangent hard spheres of diametersP) determined from the Wertheim TPT1
approach. The critical packing fraction~continuous curves! and composition
~dashed curves! are shown in~a! and the critical pressure in~b! for selected
values of the polymer chain lengthm. The reduced packing fraction an
pressure are defined ash5pr* (12x1xmd3)/6 and P* 5bPsC

3 , and x
5xP represents the mole fraction of the polymers.
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knowledge about the colloidal solidification. A pure har
sphere system~colloid! undergoes a first-order fluid–soli
transition2 at hF50.494 andhS50.545, and a ‘‘polymeric
vapor–liquid’’ transition~which occurs in the high-colloid-
mole-fraction region of the phase diagram! is not likely for
the molecular parameters resulting in a critical packing fr
tion higher than about 50%. To determine the maximum s
of the monomers for which the system still exhibits a sta
fluid–fluid demixing transition, we assume that the critic
packing fraction cannot be higher than 50%. By adding t
new constraint (hcr

max50.5) to the conditions~12! and ~13!,
the upper limit of the diameter ratiod can be determined fo
a system with a given chain lengthm. In Fig. 4 we show that
the maximum value of the segment diameter increases a
polymer chain is made longer. Furthermore, it is clear t
the diameter of the segments making up the chain is alw
smaller than the diameter of the colloid (d,1). This sup-
ports the conclusion54,55 that model athermal polymer solu
tions of hard spheres and chains of hard sphere segmen
the same size (d51) do not exhibit a fluid phase instabilit
with the corresponding demixing. In the case of polym
solutions the attractive interactions play a key role in p
moting the fluid phase immiscibility~cloud curves!.55 The
limiting diameter ratio below which one would expect th
athermal colloid–polymer model to exhibit fluid phase sep
ration appears to go to a limiting value for infinitely lon
chains (d`'0.22). This result is consistent with the simul
tion study of Suenet al.56 for a single athermal hard-spher
polymer in a hard-sphere solvent, where the system witd
50.2 exhibits a collapse transition at a packing fraction
44%, which points to a demixed state. The promotion o
collapse transition for systems with a larger hard-sphere
vent ~colloid!, corresponding to a decreasing value ofd, has
also been noted.51 As we mentioned earlier, the lower AO
limit ~minimum size of the polymer segment correspond

to

FIG. 4. Maximum value of diameter ratiod5sP /sC for the demixing
transition of athermal binary mixtures of colloids~hard spheres of diamete
sC) and flexible polymers~chains formed from tangent hard spheres
diametersP) determined from the Wertheim TPT1 approach as a funct
of the chain lengthm. The term I-I demixing is used to denote a pha
separation between two isotropic fluid states.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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to a lower value ofd) is not shown in Fig. 4 because of th
lack of a proper stability condition to include the solidific
tion of the polymer-rich phase.

We end our discussion with an examination of the th
modynamics of mixing for the athermal colloid–polym
model. For the purpose of comparison with the fluid–flu
phase equilibria exhibited by simple mixtures,1 it is useful to
display the phase separation of the colloid–polymer sys
in the ‘‘temperature’’–composition representation. A reduc
temperature can be defined in terms of the reciprocal of
reduced pressures asT* 51/P* 5kT/(PsC

3 ), noting that in
an athermal system only the temperature–pressure rat
the important variable. The fluid phase equilibria~binodal
curve! for the colloid–polymer mixture withm5500 and
d50.06, determined by ensuring that the pressure
chemical potentials of each component in each phase
equal, is represented in this fashion in Fig. 5. At temperatu
above the upper critical solution temperature~UCST!, which
correspond to the low-pressure states, the mixed fluid ph
of the system is stable. When the temperature is lowe
below the UCST~in this caseTcr* 50.980, corresponding
to increasing the pressure abovePcr* 51.02), the mixture
exhibits fluid–fluid phase separation into colloid-rich a
colloid-poor phases. One can now ask the question: Wh
the main thermodynamic contribution leading to such a fl
phase separation? In order to answer this type of questio
is common to determine the thermodynamic functions
mixing. The changes in the Gibbs free energy, entropy,
thalpy, and volume on mixing of the colloid and polymer f
a compositionxC andxP at a constant pressureP are defined
in the usual way as1

FIG. 5. Temperature–composition phase diagram of the fluid–fluid ph
equilibria for an athermal binary mixture of colloids~hard spheres of diam-
etersC) and flexible polymers~chains formed from tangent hard spheres
diametersP) determined from the Wertheim TPT1 approach. The para
eters characterizing the system are a polymer-segment to colloid diam
ratio of d5sP /sC50.06 and a polymer chain length ofm5500. The re-
duced temperature is defined as the reciprocal of the reduced pressuT*
51/P* 5kT/(PsC

3 ), and x5xP represents the mole fraction of the poly
mers.
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DGm~P,T!5G~P,T!2NCGC~P,T!2NPGP~P,T!,

DSm~P,T!5S~P,T!2NCSC~P,T!2NPSP~P,T!,
~14!

DHm~P,T!5H~P,T!2NCHC~P,T!2NPHP~P,T!,

DVm~P,T!5V~P,T!2NCVC~P,T!2NPVP~P,T!.

The Gibbs free energy of mixing of the colloid–polym
system withm5500 andd50.06 is shown in Fig. 6~a! for a
temperatureT* 51.25 (P* 50.8) above and a temperatur
T* 50.833 (P* 51.2) below the critical point. In the case o
theP* 50.8 state~above the UCST! the Gibbs free energy o
mixing is always negative and does not exhibit a change
curvature over the entire composition range, indicating
stable miscible mixture. For the stateP* 51.2 ~below the
UCST!, the Gibbs function remains negative, but a change
curvature can be seen in the colloid-rich region of the d
gram; the second derivative of the Gibbs free energy w
composition becomes negative in this region, indicating
instability in the fluid mixture which leads to demixing~the
spinodal is the point at which the curvature is first seen
become negative!. The entropy of mixing of the colloid–
polymer system for these two~mixed and demixed! states is
represented in Fig. 6~b!. The first rather surprising observa
tion is that the entropy of mixing is always positive for th
athermal colloid–polymer system; for the mixed sta
(P* 50.8), it is virtually indistinguishable from the idea
entropy of mixing, and though the entropy of mixing is se
to drop for the demixed state (P* 51.2), it is still signifi-
cantly positive. The consequence of this is that the entrop
mixing in such a system favors the mixed state, and c
should be taken when one refers to ‘‘entropy-driven’’ tran
tions in athermal colloid–polymer systems. So what is
sponsible for the phase separation? The answer of course
in the enthalpy of mixing which constitutes the other cont
bution to the free energy of a system at constant pres
(DGm5DHm2TDSm). It is clear from Fig. 6~c! that the
enthalpy of mixing is large~in comparative terms! and posi-
tive over the entire composition range both for the mixed a
demixed states, with a slight asymmetry in the curves
wards the colloid-rich part of the diagram. The importance
such an enthalpic contribution to the free energy in th
athermal mixtures has already been recognized by Hon
and Hall.63 As the temperature is lowered~or in this case the
pressure increased!, the contribution of the enthalpy to th
Gibbs free energy of mixing dominates over the entro
contribution and mixing becomes unstable relative to flu
phase separation. This is the same mechanism that is res
sible for liquid–liquid immiscibility in simple mixtures~cf.,
Fig. 5!. The positive contribution of the enthalpy of mixin
gives rise to the change in curvature of the Gibbs free ene
in the colloid region of the diagram and to the subsequ
phase separation~common tangent condition!. What is the
reason for this large positive enthalpy of mixing in atherm
colloid–polymer systems? The change in the internal ene
of an athermal system is zero (DUm50), so the only con-
tribution to the enthalpy is due to the change in volume
mixing (DHm5DUm1PDVm5PDVm). This means that
the volume of mixing in the system must be positive, as c
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FIG. 6. Thermodynamic properties o
mixing for an athermal binary mixture
of colloids ~hard spheres of diamete
sC) and flexible polymers~chains
formed from tangent hard spheres o
diameter sP) determined from the
Wertheim TPT1 approach. The param
eters characterizing the system are
polymer-segment to colloid diamete
ratio of d5sP /sC50.06 and a poly-
mer chain length ofm5500. The re-
duced Gibbs free energyDGm*
5DGm /(NkT), ~b! entropy DSm*
5DSm /(Nk), ~c! enthalpy DHm*
5DHm /(NkT), and~d! volumeDVm*
5DVm /sC

3 of mixing are plotted for
mixed (P* 50.8) and a demixed (P*
51.2) states; the ideal entropy of mix
ing is also shown as a dashed curv
The reduced pressure is defined
P* 5bPsC

3 , andx5xP represents the
mole fraction of the polymers.
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indeed be seen from Fig. 6~d!. The positive volume of mix-
ing leads to a positive enthalpy of mixing, which in tu
makes an unfavorable contribution to the Gibbs free ene
of mixing. The large volume of mixing in the system is du
to large colloid–polymer excluded volume interaction
when the colloid and polymer are mixed at constant volu
the increase in the excluded volume interactions leads
higher pressure; in order to maintain the pressure cons
the mixture will tend to increase its volume and minimize t
unfavorable excluded volume interactions. Of course,
maximization of the free volume~minimization of the ex-
cluded volume! is an entropic effect, but as we have show
for the athermal colloid–polymer system this leads to
unfavorable enthalpy of mixing not an unfavorable entro
of mixing. The Gibbs function represents all the entrop
contributions of the system and its surroundings, and ev
spontaneous process is driven by an increase in the
entropy. When the diameter of the polymer segment is
creased relative to the diameter of the colloid~corresponding
to an increase in the ratiod), the volume of mixing de-
creases and eventually becomes negative. For the sy
with m5500 the volume of mixing becomes negative f
ratios aboved'0.24; this confirms that the symmetric sy
tem with d51 has a negative volume of mixing as w
found by Honnell and Hall.63 The explanation for the nega
tive volume of mixing and lack of fluid phase separation
the systems with a largerd is that as the polymer segmen
are made larger, the magnitude of the polymer–polymer
cluded volume increases relative to polymer–colloid e
cluded volume which drives the demixing.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented the results of a study
the molecular conditions which give rise to fluid phase se
ration in binary mixtures of hard colloids and flexible pol
mers. By using the Wertheim TPT1 theory, it is possible
treat both components at the ‘‘microscopic’’ level of the se
ments making up the polymer; i.e., not only the length of t
polymer, but the diameter of the segment is a relevant v
able. As well as a description of the colloid–colloid an
colloid–polymer interactions, this approach allows for t
excluded volume effect between polymers to be taken i
consideration. One advantage of the TPT1 approach is
one does not explicitly require any information about t
dimension of the polymer, which can change abruptly b
with density and composition. The incorporation
polymer–polymer interactions leads to significant diffe
ences with the theoretical predictions for ideal chains,
only in the protein limit~large polymers and small colloids!,
but also in the AO limit~polymers which are much smalle
than the colloids!. In common with other recent studies,42,45

we find that the treatment of the polymer–polymer intera
tions suggest that the critical density for fluid phase sepa
tion tends to a finite value as the chain length is increased
addition, there also appears to be a maximum in the poly
segment–colloid diameter ratio of aboutd5sP /sC'0.2,
above which the athermal colloid–polymer system is not
pected to exhibit fluid phase separation regardless of
chain length of the polymer. We also show that an unfav
able enthalpy of mixing~due to the large colloid–polyme
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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excluded volume interaction! is responsible for the fluid
phase separation in our athermal colloid polymer system;
entropy of mixing in this case is always positive and favor
mixed state, and a more careful use of the term ‘‘entro
driven’’ phase transition is recommended for such syste
In the case of polymer solutions the segments making up
polymer are of a similar size to the solvent and attract
interactions play a crucial role. The mechanism for flu
phase separation is completely different in polymer so
tions: the volume of mixing can be negative in regions of
phase diagram corresponding to dilute solutions of polym
which gives rise to a negative~unfavorable! entropic
contribution.55 We hope that our analysis of the nature
fluid phase separation in colloid–polymer systems has p
vided a slightly different perspective to this well-studie
area. In future work, we plan to incorporate both the effec
the attractive interactions and polydispersity within a W
theim TPT1 approach to make quantitative comparisons w
experimental measurements of phase separation in coll
polymer mixtures. An attempt will also be made to treat t
solid phases in such systems.
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